
SOUND LIKE YOU WERE BORN
IN HOLLYWOOD

Hi there 

There are so many levels to successfully adopting an accent. Pronunciations, tune and rhythm are the 
anchors but the delicate nuances are where the real work comes in. With the right training you can turn 
your American accent from a conscious skill to a natural organic expression.

Here is an introduction to some tips that will help fast track your learning curve. 

Start every vocal session off with a voice & breathing warm up. Finishing off with several nice open HA 
HA HAA. This helps your voice 'fall' into it's natural placement with a well supported breath system and 
huge open & relaxed vowel sound. PS: your breath doesn't start in your lungs- it starts in your pelvic 
floor. Know where that is? 
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Be aware of an over abundance of up inflections at the ends of sentences. Americans are huge 
statement makers! Think about driving that energy all the way to the end of the sentence. Some 
American west coast sounds can go up at the end of statements but this is a very specific tune and 
different to how Australians tend to go up at the end. Be aware of it and only use it when mimicking one 
of these characters .
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Stop working so hard. The General American accent should be a pretty light, easy & relaxed accent. If 
your face, jaw & mouth are exhausted..you are working way too hard for those sounds. 4

Record yourself speaking in the accent and then listen to it. You will need to train your ear to accept you 
sounding different. 7

Avoid wanting to rush through this work. Rushing means not allowing muscle memory to set in 
properly. This can lead to bad habits being set which will then need to be ‘undone'. Ain't nobody got 
time for that! 
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Once you have an understanding of where the sounds should be placed- get up off the couch and start 
to walk around with it. Get it out of your head and into your body.8

Americans employ their lips, jaw & tongue more than a lot of other accents. This lends to the clarity 
that is spoken about in the American accent. Don't forget your consonants!2

Know what is important in your sentence and SAY IT. If it is not important then it doesn't need as much 
emphasis from you. 3

If you see an R, say it. But don't smash it- just a 'tap'. If you don't see one- don't add one. I often hear 
Australians and English say “idear”. There is no “r” on the end of “idea"6

“Been" = “bin." Always! 5

YOUR 10-POINT CHECKLIST TO HELP YOU “FIND YOUR AMERICAN VOICE”

http://youramericanvoice.com/

